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Abstract

(2) causally ordering broadcast (CO) service, and
(3) totally ordering broadcast (TO) service.

The distributed applications require group communications among multiple entities. In the group communication, it is important to discuss in what order
each entity in the group can receive data units. In order to realize fault-tolerant systems, the same events
have to occur in the same order in each entity. The
ordering among the events is known as a causal order. This paper presents a reliable causally ordering broadcast (CO) protocol which provides the same
causal ordering of data units for all the entities in the
group. In the CO protocol, the data units received are
causally ordered b y using the sequence numbers of the
data units. The CO protocol is based on the fully distributed control scheme, i.e. no master controller, and
uses high-speed networks where each entity may fail
to receive data units due to the buffer overrun. Furthermore, the CO protocol provides asynchronous data
transmission for multiple entities in the group.
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In the LO service, PDUs from each entity are received
in the same order as they are sent. The P O protocol [16] provides the LO service. That is, if an entity
broadcasts two PDUs p and q in this order, every destination entity receives q after p. In the T O service,
all the destinations receive PDUs in the same order
in addition to the sending order. Most reliable broadcast protocols [3,4, 6,7, 9, 10, 14,151 provide the TO
service. In the CO service, PDUs received are ordered
by the happened-before relation [8]. If p is sent logically before q , p is delivered to every destination before q . In the LO and T O services, it is discussed in
what order each entity can receive PDUs. In the CO
service, it is in addition taken into account how each
entity looks at the order of sending and receipt events
in another entity. The CO service is required in distributed applications like fault-tolerant systems and
CSCW [5]. ISIS [3] supports the CBCAST protocol
to provide the CO service for fault-tolerant applications. The CBCAST protocol is implemented on the
reliable transport service where every PDU is guaranteed to be delivered to the destination. Each entity
assigns a virtual clock time for each PDU when it
sends the PDU, and PDUs received are causally ordered by the virtual clocks. The virtual clocks have t o
be synchronized among the entities in a similar way
to [8]. Each sender decides on the atomic and ordered
receipt of PDUs among all the destinations. The TO
protocol [14,15] provides the CO service by using a
one-channel network like Ethernet where each entity
receives PDUs in the same order while it may fail to
receive some of them.
In this paper, we present a CO protocol which
provides the CO service for application entities in a
cluster. The CO protocol is implemented on a highspeed network [l],i.e. in the presence of the PDU loss
while ISIS assumes to use the reliable network, i.e.
no PDU loss. When the PDU loss is detected, only
the lost PDUs are retransmitted by using a selective
retransmission scheme. The CO protocol uses the sequence numbers of PDUs assigned by each source entity to causally order the PDUs and to detect the PDU
loss while ISIS requires more computation to synchronize the virtual clocks. The CO protocol is fully dis-

Introduction

In distributed applications like CSCW (computersupported cooperative work) [5], reliable group communication service for multiple entities is required.
In this aper, a group of entities is referred to as a
cluster k4,15]. Data units, i.e. messages, exchanged
among the entities are protocol data units (PDUs).
If the communication system provides the atomic, ordered, and loss-less delivery of PDUs in the cluster,
the applications can be easily realized. In the group
communication, each entity can deliver PDUs to the
entities and can receive PDUs destined to it from every
entity in the cluster. In the high-speed networks [l],
the transmission speed is faster than the processing
speed of each entity while the data transmission on
the network is almost error-free. This means that each
entity may fail to receive PDUs. Thus, the PDU loss
is considered as the most failure in the networks.
In addition to providing the atomic delivery of
PDUs t o all the entities in the presence of the PDU
loss, a group communication protocol has to provide
the application entities with the following kinds of services with respect to the orders in which PDUs are
delivered to the application entities:
(1) locally ordering broadcast (LO) service,
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tributed, i.e. every entity decides on the atomic and
ordered receipt of PDUs while a sender of each PDU
plays a role of controller in ISIS. In addition, the CO
protocol provides asynchronous data transmission in
the presence of multiple senders.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we model the communication system. In section 3,
we present a concept of atomic receipt of PDUs in a
cluster. In section 4, we present a data transmission
procedure of the CO protocol. In section 5, we discuss
the evaluation of the CO protocol.

We assume that there exists exactly one sending event
s j b ] for every receipt event r i b ] . The following partially ordered relation, i.e. ha pened-before relation +
on the events is defined in [8f
[Definition]For every pair of events el and e2, el +
e2 iff
(1) el happens before e2 in E;,
(2) for some (not necessarily different) E; and E j ,
there exists some PDU p such that el = sib] and
e2 = r,M, or
(3) for some event e3, el + e3 and e3 + e2.
For every pair of PDUs p and in RL;, p precedes q
in RL; (p -‘RL< q ) if rib]+ r;[q That is, E; recelves
p before q. p precedes q in SL; -+sL; q ) if sib] +
s;[q]. That is, E; sends p before q.
We define the following properties of the receipt
log RL; by using the happened-before relation. Here,
p.DST denotes the set of destination entities of p.

Model

2

In this section, we present a model of group communication service for multiple entities in the cluster.
2.1 System model
A communication system is composed of application, system, and network layers [Figure 11. A cluster
C [14,15]is a set of n ( 2 2 ) system senlice access points
(SAPs), i.e. {S1,...,Sn}. Each application entity A;
takes some communication service through S; which
is supported by a system entity E; ( i = l,...,n). The
system entities E l , ...,E,, cooperate with each other by
a system protocol to support some broadcast service
for C by using the underlying network service. C is
referred to as supported by E l ,...,En (written as C
= (E1,...,En))and support Al,...,An. The network
layer provides a reliable high-speed data transmission
service [l]for the system layer through the network
SAPs. Since the transmission speed of the network
layer is faster than the processing speed of the system
entity, the system entity may fail to receive PDUs due
t o the buffer overrun.

Q

...

Q

...

[Definition]

RL; is referred to as infomation-preserved iff for
every E, and p i n SL,, p i s in RL; if E; E p.DST.
(2) RL; is referred to as local-order-preserved iff for
every pair of p and q in RL;, p +RL< q if p and q
are sent by E,, i.e. p +SL, q, and E, E p.DST n
q.DST. 0
If RL; is information-preserved, E; receives all the
PDUs destined to E,. If RL; is local-order-preserved,
E, receives PDUs destined t o E; from every E, in the
sending order.
Next, we define a causal relation among the PDUs
according to [3].
[Definition]For every pair of PDUs p and q, p causaC
ity-precedes q (written as p 4 q ) 1ff sib] + s j [ q ] . 0
The causality-precedence relation 4 is transitive but
not symmetric. The relation 4 among PDUs reflects
the happened-before relation + among the sending
events of the PDUs. Intuitively speaking, p 4 q means
that p is sent before in C. p and q are referred to as
causality-coincident !written as p 11 q ) if neither p 4
4 nor 4 4 P. P 3 4 i f f P 4 4 or P II 4.
[Definition]A receipt log RL; is referred to as causality-preserved iff for every pair of p and q in RL;, p
+RL; 4 1fP 4 qIt is straightforward that RL; is local-order-preserved
if RL; is causality-preserved.
In Figure 2, RLk = < g p q ] is causality-preserved.
That is, g 4 p 4 q since Eh sends q after receiving
p and Ek receives p before receiving q, i.e. s,[g] +
sjb] + sh[q] and f k [ g ] + r k b ] + rk[q]. On the other
hand, if Er receives q before p, RLk’ = < g q p ] is
not causality-preserved (but local-order-preserved).
(1)
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,
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Figure 1: System model

2.2

Ordering properties

We model a communication service provided by C
as a set of logs. A log L is a sequence of PDUs, denoted
as < p1 ... pm 1. Here, p1 and pm are the top and the
last of L, denoted by top(L) and last(L), respectively.
Each E; has a sending log SL; and a receipt log RL;,
which are sequences of PDUs sent and received by E;,
respectively (i = l,...,n).
For each E; and PDU p, s i b ] and r i b ] denote the
sending and receipt events of p in E;, respectively.

2.3

Group communication service

The service provided by C is reliable if every RL; in
C is information-preserved and local-order-preserved.
Otherwise, the service is less-reliable. That is, some
entity may fail to receive PDUs or may receive them
not in the sending order.
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The acknowledgment of p by E; means that E; knows
that every destination of p has known that every
destination of p had received p . Even if p is preacknowledged in E;, E; cannot decide if p is atomically received by all the destination entities. When
p is acknowledged in E;, Ei knows that p is preacknowledged by every destination. Also, another Ej
knows that p is a t least accepted by every destination.
Let us consider a cluster C = ( E l , E2, E3, E4)
shown in Figure 3. El broadcasts a in C. Since a
-13
b, a j 2 3 c, a =h
d , and a 3 4 3 e , a is preacknowledged in E3 on acceptance of e. On acceptance
o f f , E4 knows that b, c, d, and e are accepted by E3.
Suppose that every E; also receives b, c, d, and e , and
then sends g; ( i = 1, 2 , 3, 4), i.e. g 3 = f. If E4 receives
g; from every E;, a is acknowledged in E4.

Figure 2: Causality-preserving receipt

[Definition]

d

( 1 ) A service of C is a multi-channel (MC service iff
every RL; in C is local-order-preserve .
(2) A service of C is a causally ordering broadcast
(CO) one iff every RL; in C is informationpreserved and causality-preserved. 0
The MC service is a model of high-speed communication links where some E; may not receive some
PDUs due to the buffer overrun, i.e. RL; may not be
information-preserved. The MC service can be provided by a system in which computers are fully connected by high-speed communication links.
The CO service is a kind of reliable broadcast service. By using the CO service, the happened-before
relation -+ among the sending events of PDUs is preserved in every destination entity of the PDUs. That
r;[q] in every
is, if s j b ] -+ sk[q] for p and q, r i b ]
common destination E; of p and q.

E2
E3
E4
0 : sending event

4
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Atomic Receipt Concept

-+

4.1

Variables

The PDU format in the CO protocol is shown in
Figure 4. p.F denotes a field F of a PDU p. For
example, the SEQ field of p is denoted as p.SEQ.
0 p.CID = cluster identifier of C.
0 p.SRC = source entity of p , i.e. the entity who
sends p , say E;.
0 p.SEQ = sequence number of p .
0 p.ACK, = sequence number of a PDU which E;
expects t o receive next from Ej ( j = l,...,n).
0 p.BUF = number of available buffer units in E;.

-+

-+

Causally Ordering Broadcast Proto-

In this section, we present a causally ordering
broadcast (CO) protocol which provides the CO service for C = (El,...,E,) by using the MC service. Here,
we assume that p is destined to all the entities in C.
That is, we do not consider selective group communication [ I 1 3 in this paper.

In this section, we consider the atomic receipt concept in a cluster C = (El,...,E,) in a distributed control scheme. We assume that every PDU from each
E, carries the receipt confirmation of PDUs which E,
has received already. That is, if E; receives q from E, ,
E, knows that E, receives every PDU p where r j b ]
-+ s,[q]. Here, let p and q be PDUs sent by El: and
E,, respectively. q is referred to as pre-acknowledge
p for E, in E, ( p =+j, q ) iff s k [ p ] -+ rib] and sk[p]
rjb]
sj[q]
r ; [ q ] . In Figure 3, E2 receives a
sent by E l . On receipt of c, E3 knows that E2 has
received a. Here, sl[a] r2[a]
s2[c] -+ r3[c],i.e. c
pre-acknowledges a for E2 in E3 ( a s - 2 3 c ) .
There are three criteria levels [14,15]of E;’s atomic
receipt for every PDU p in C if the cooperation among
the entities is coordinated in the distributed way:
( 1 ) Acceptance: E; receives p .
( 2 ) Pre-acknowledgment: E; knows that every destination of p has accepted p. That is, for every E,,
there exists q such that p a,;q.
( 3 ) Acknowledgment: E; knows that p has been preacknowledged by every destination of p. That is,
for every E . and Eh, and q where p 3 h j q, there
exists g s u c i that q J,; g .
-+

: receipt event

Figure 3: Pre-acknowledgment and acknowledgment

-+

3

time

El

-+

p.ACK, means that E, has accepted every q from E,
where q.SEQ < p.ACK,. Here, p.ACK denotes a tuple (p.ACK1 ,...,p.A CK,).
Each E; has the following variables:
0 SEQ = sequence number of a PDU which E; expects t o broadcast next.
0 REQj = sequence number of a PDU which E;
expects t o receive next from Ej ( j = l,...,n).
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I CID I SRC I SEQ I ACK = (ACK1,...,ACK,) I BUF I

DATA

I

I

I

Figure 4: PDU format

I CID I SRC I LSRC I

LSEQ

I

ACK = (ACK1,...,ACK,)

BUF

Figure 5: RET PDU format

0

0

A&, = sequence number of a PDU which E;
knows that E, expects to receive next from
Ek ( j , k = 1,...,12).
BUFj = number of available buffer units in Ej
which E; knows of (j= l,...,n).

p to the application entity.

4.3 Failure detection and recovery
In the MC service, each E; may lose some PDU g
due to the buffer overrun. E; can detect the loss of g
by checking the following failure condition each time
Ei receives a PDU.
[Failure ( F ) condition]
(1) On receipt of pfrom E,, if REQ, < p.SEQ,, then
E; has not received g from E, such that REQ, 5
g.SEQ; < p.SEQ, ( j = l,...,n).
(2) On receipt of q from Ek, for some j (f k), if REQj
< q.ACK,, then E; has not received g from Ej
such that REQ, 5 g.SEQ < q.ACK,. 0
If E; detects the loss of g from E,, E, requests E, to
retransmit g by sending an RET PDU r . The format
of the RET PDU is shown in Figure 5. If E, receives
r , E, rebroadcasts g.
[Retransmission action]
(1) If E; detects a lost PDU g from E,, E; broadcasts
an RET PDU r such that r.ACKk = REQk (k =
l,...,n),
r.LSRC = E,, and r.LSEQ = p.SEQ for
the F condition (1) or r.LSEQ = q.ACK, for the
F condition (2).
(2) If E, receives r from E,, E, rebroadcasts g such
that r.ACKj 5 g.SEQ 5 r.LSEQ. 0
In Figure 6 (a), E; detects the loss of g on receipt of
p , i.e. REQj (= 4) # p.SEQ (= 5) by the F condition
(1). On the other hand, E; detects the loss of g on
receipt of q from Ek in Figure 6 (b). Since REQj (=
4) # q.ACK, (= 5), E; detects the loss of g which En:
has accepted by the F condition (2). In both cases,
E; requests E, to rebroadcast g by sending an R E T
PDU r whose ACKj = REQ, (= 4 ) , LSRC = Ejr and
LSEQ = 5.

Here, minALk and minPALk denote the minimum
among ALk 1,-..,ALkn and PALkl ,...,PALk,,, respectively ( k = I,...,n).

4.2

Transmission and acceptance

Each application entity A; submits a data transmission (DT) request r at the system SAP S;.When
E; takes r from Si, Ei checks the following flow condition. Here, W and H ( 2 W) are constants. W gives
the window size.
[Flow condition] minAL; 5 SEQ < minAL;
m i n ( W , minBUF / ( H x n)). 0
If E; transmits a PDU each time E; receives a PDU,
O(n2)PDUs are transmitted in C. In order to reduce the number of PDUs transmitted, E; transmits
a PDU after E; receives at least one PDU from each
entity or after some time units, i.e. deferred confirmation. By this method, O(n) PDUs are transmitHence, minBUF is divided by 0 n) in
If the flow condition holds,
creates a PDU p for the DT request r and broadcasts it
by the following transmission action. Here, an opera-

+

A;

[Transmissionaction of E;] {
p.SEQ := SEQ; SEQ := SEQ
1;
p.ACK, := REQ, (j = l,...,n);
p.BUF := available buffer size in E;;
enqueue(SL;, p); broadcast(p);}
When E; receives p (p.SRC = E,), E, checks the
following acceptance condition.
[ A c c e p t a n c e ( A C C ) condition for p ] p.SEQ =
REQ, (where p.SRC = E,). 0
If p satisfies the ACC condition, Ei performs the following acceptance action. E; has a receipt log RRL;,
to store PDUs accepted from each E, ( j = l,...,n).
[ A c c e p t a n c e ( A C C ) action of E;] {
REQ, := p.SEQ
1;
ALk. := p.ACKk ( k = l,...,n);
B U j , := p.BUF;
enqueue(RRL;j, p ) ; } 0
On acceptance of p, E; does not yet know if another
entity has also received p. Hence, E; does not deliver

+

4.4

+
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I

Pre-acknowledgment procedure

On receipt of a PDU q from Ek, each receipt confirmation q.ACK, for E, is stored in ALjk ( j = l,...,n)
by
the acceptance action. E; knows that Ek has accepted
a PDU p from E, such that p.SEQ < ALjk. The minimum minAL, among AL.I,..., AL,,, means that E; can
know that every entity has accepted p from Ej such
that p.SEQ < minAL.. Since E; knows that every
entity has accepted p h o m E,, p is pre-acknowledged
in E; if the following PACK condition holds for p.
[Pre-acknowledgment ( P A C K ) condition]
p.SEQ < minAL, (wherep.SRC = E,). 0
Next problem is how each entity perceives the

q after receiving some r from

E, such that p.SEQ

< r.SEQ. That is, s j b ] + sj[r]

(a)

rh[r] sh[q].
Hence, p 4 q . 0
This theorem means that each entity can decide if p +
q by using the sequence numbers. That is, the PDUs
can be ordered in + while the PDU loss can be detected. By using the virtual clock [2,3], the PDU loss
cannot be detected.
[Lemma 4.21 Let p be a PDU sent by E, and q be a
PDU. If p + q,
(1) p.ACKi 5 q.ACK, (i = 1,...,n) if p.SRC =
q.SRC, and
(2) p.ACK, < q.ACK, and p.ACK, 5 q.ACKi ( i =
1,...,n,i # j ) iip.SRC # q.SRC.
[Proof]
(1) Suppose that p.SRC = q.SRC. Since p +SL, q ,
it is clear that p.ACK, 5 q.ACK, (i = l,...,n).
(2) Next, suppose that p.SRC # q.SRC (= Ek).
p . A C K . 5 p.SEQ. From Theorem 4.1, p.SEQ
< q.A&K,. Hence, p.ACKj < q.ACK,.
Here, suppose that p.ACKh > q.ACKh for
some h. This means that Ej receives some PDU
a from Eh such that a.SEQ = p.ACKh - 1 and
Ek receives some b from Eh such that b.SEQ =
q.ACKh - 1. From the assumption, a.SEQ >
b.SEQ, i.e. b + a. Since Ek sends q before receiving a, b + q + a + p. It contradicts. Hence,
p . A C K , 5 q.ACK, for i = 1,...,n.0
Even if p + q holds from Theorem 4.1, there is some
PDU lost as presented in Figure 6 if Lemma 4.2 does
not hold.
We define a causality-preserved insertion (CPI) operation L a p by which p is inserted t o a log L while
keeping L causality-preserved. L a p is implemented
as follows. Here, it is decided if p + q holds for every
p and q by using the sequence numbers as presented
in Theorem 4.1.
[CPI operation L d p]
(1) If L is empty, p is appended to L.
(2) For every q in PRL,,
(2-1) if p + q , p is appended to the top of L,
(2-2) if q + p, p is appended t o the tail of L,
(2-3) if q 1 1 p, p is appended to the tail of L.
(3) Otherwise, p is inserted between q1 and q z such
that q1 5 p + 92 and no q in L where q1 5 q

Failure condition (1)

1

REQj = 4

q (ACKj = 5)

RET

time

(b) Failure condition (2)

Figure 6: Failure detection and recovery
causality-precedence relation + among PDUs received.
[Theorem 4.11 Let p be a PDU sent by E,. Let q
and r be PDUs.
(1) If p S R C = q.SRC, p + q iff p.SEQ < q.SEQ.
(2) If p S R C # q.SRC, p + q iff p.SEQ < q.ACK,.
[Proof]
(1) Suppose that p.SRC = q.SRC and p.SEQ <
q.SEQ. p.SEQ < q.SEQ means that s,b]
s,[q],
i.e. p + q . If p.SEQ < q.SEQ, p + q.
(2) Suppose that Ej sends p to Eh and Ek, Eh sends
q after receiving q , and Ek receives q after p as
shown in Figure 2. First, su ose that p + q.
p + q means that r h b ] -+ S h i r On acceptance
of p, Eh increments REQ, by one, i.e. p.SEQ <
REQ,. Hence, for p and q such that f h b ] 4
sh[q]j p.SEQ < q.ACK, since REQj < q.ACK,.
Next, suppose that p.SEQ < q.ACK,. Eh sends

-+

-+

+

92- 0

Each E, has one receipt sublog PRL, to store the
PDUs pre-acknowledged in the causality-precedence
order +. If p is pre-acknowledged in RRL, ., p is moved
to PRLi according to the following PACk action.

-+

[ Pre-acknowledgment (PACK) action]
For ( j = l,...,n) {
if ( p = top(RRL;j) satisfies the PACK condition) {
p := dequeue(RRL;,);
PALkj := p.ACKk ( k = 1,...,7Z);
PRLi 4 p;
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PRL;

RRL;i

[dl-d
R R Lis

e

(b)

R R L;1

f
PRL;
h

R R L;J

time

Figure 7: Pre-acknowledgment and the CPI operation in E;
[Example4.11 Let us consider a cluster C = ( E l , E2,
E3) shown in Figure 7. Suppose that initially REQ;
= 1 for each E; in every entity (i = 1, 2, 3). Table 1
shows SEQ and ACK = (ACK1, ACK2, ACK3))
fields of each PDU use in Figure 7. For example,
d.SEQ = 1 and d.ACK = (3,1,2 because E2 has accepted c (c.SEQ = 2) from E1 an b (b.SEQ = 1 ) from
E3 before E2 sends d. On acceptance of d , ALl2 :=
d.ACK1 = 3, AL22 := d.ACK2 = 1, AL32 := d.ACK3
= 2. REQ and A L are given as follows:

d

REQ = (3,2,2), A L =

d

[:1 :I
1 1

1

h

.

Table 1: SEQ and ACK fields

Now, a is pre-acknowledged by every E; because
a.SEQ (= 1) < minAL1 (min(AL11, AL12, AL13) =
2). Here, each E; has PRL, and RRL;, ( j = 1, 2, 3)
as shown in Figure 7 (a . When h is accepted, REQ
and A L are changed as ollows:

1

REQ = (5,3,3), A L =

[::3
2 2 3

a (PRL; = < a c e I) because a + c and c 4 e, i.e.
a.SRC = c.SRC = e.SRC = E1 and a.SEQ < c.SEQ
< e.SEQ. Secondly, d is moved to PRL,. Here, c 4 d,
because c.SEQ < d.ACK1. As presented in Lemma
4.2, c.ACK; < d.ACK, (z = 1, 2, 3). d 4 e because
d.SEQ < e.ACK2. Thus, d is inserted between c and
e in PRL, (i
= 1, 2, 3). Then, b is inserted between c
and d because c 5 b + d. 0
[Proposition 4.31 Let p and q be PDUs where
p.SRC = E,, q S R C = Ek, and p + q. If q is preacknowledged in E;, p is pre-acknowledged in E;.
[Proof] Suppose that p is not pre-acknowledged

.

Here, four PDUs b, c, d, and e are pre-acknowledged.
Hence, they are moved to PRL;. First, c and e are
appended to the tail of PRL; by the CPI operation
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3
4
2
2

and q is pre-acknowledged in E,. Since q is preacknowledged, E, has accepted some g h from every
Eh where q.SEQ < gh.ACKk. That is, E, accepts g j
such that s j b ] + sj[gj]. If E, fails to receive p, E,
can find it on receipt of g , by the failure (F) condition.
Since g , is not accepted, q is not pre-acknowledged. If
E, receives p, p is pre-acknowledged. It contradicts
the assumption. 0
This means that PDUs are pre-acknowledged in each
E, according to the causality-precedence order 4.
4.5 Acknowledgment procedure
The next problem is when each entity delivers
PDUs to the application entity. When E, knows
that p has been pre-acknowledged by every entity, p
is referred to as acknowledged by E,, i.e. E; is sure
that all the destinations have acknowledged or preacknowledged p. We consider how to acknowledge p.
For a PDU q from Ek, each receipt confirmation q.ACK, for E, is stored in PALjk when q is
pre-acknowledged ( j = l,...,n). E, knows that Ek
has pre-acknowledged p (from E j ) such that p.SEQ
< PALjk. That is, the minimum minPAL. among
PALj1,...,PALj,, means that every entity 6as preacknowledged p such that p.SEQ < minPAL,. Hence,
if p in PRL, satisfies the ACK condition, p is acknowledged in E, and p is moved to ARL, which keeps in
record of the acknowledged PDUs by the ACK action.
[Acknowledgment (ACK) condition]
p.SEQ < mznPALj (where p.SRC = E j ) . 0

from Proposition 4.3 and 4.4. If some PDU g is lost,
g is detected by the failure (F) condition and rebroadcast by the retransmission action. From Proposition
4.3,if p 4 q, q is not pre-acknowledged unless p is preacknowledged. From Proposition 4.4, q is acknowledged after p is acknowledged. 0

5

[Acknowledgment (ACK) action]
While ( p = top(PRL,) satisfies the ACK condition) {
p := dequeue(PRLi); enqueue(ARL,, p ) ;

10
An application entity Ai receives the acknowledged
PDUs in ARL, by dequeuing the top from ARL;.
[Example 4.21 As presented in Example 4.1, each
time a PDU is pre-acknowledged, PAL is changed. For
example, when h from E3 is pre-acknowledged, PAL13
:= h.ACK1 = 5 , PAL23 := h.ACK2 = 3, and PAL33
:= h.ACK3 = 2 , and the following PAL is obtained:

PAL=

[:: ;I
2

2

3

Evaluation

In this section, we consider the performance of the
CO protocol for a cluster C = (El,...,En).In the implementation, if there is no data, each entity does not
send a PDU each time one PDU is received in order t o
reduce the number of PDUs transmitted in the cluster.
After receiving at least one PDU from every entity or
some predefined time, each entity sends a PDU, i.e.
deferred acknowledgment. Let W be a window size
of each entity. Hence, each PDU p is acknowledged
when 2nW PDUs are received after p is received, i.e.
n W PDUs for pre-acknowledgment and another n W
for acknowledgment. This means that the required
buffer size is O(n). Since each PDU carries n receipt
confirmations in the ACK field as shown in Figure 4,
the length of PDU is O(n).
Let R be the maximum propagation delay time
among the entities. That is, it takes R time units
from the transmission of a PDU p by the source entity
until the receipt of p by the destination entity which
is the farthest one from the source. If all the PDUs
which carry the receipt confirmation for p are broadcast in parallel, it takes R from the acceptance of p
until the pre-acknowledgment of p. Thus, it takes 2R
time units to acknowledge p after its acceptance.
If some PDUs are lost, only the PDUs lost are
retransmitted, i.e. the selective retransmission is
adopted. In addition, no synchronization among the
entities is needed to find where t o store the PDUs
retransmitted in the receipt logs and the d a t a transmission is not stopped while the PDU loss is being
recovered. In general, protocols which provide the
TO service [14,15,17]
use the go-back-n retransmission scheme where all PDUs preceding the lost PDU
are retransmitted. More PDUs are being transmitted
in the high-speed network than the conventional network. Hence, the selective retransmission is required
to provide high-throughput data transmission in the
high-speed network.
The CO protocol uses the sequence numbers SEQ
and ACKj ( j = l,..,,n)carried by the PDUs to
causally order the PDUs as presented in Theorem 4.1.
SEQ is incremented by one each time a PDU is transmitted. PDU loss can be detected by using SEQ.
More computation to synchronize the virtual clock is
required and the PDU loss cannot be detected by the
virtual clocks in ISIS.
The CO protocol is implemented in a user process of
the Sun SPARC2 workstation. The Ethernet is used
as the MC network. Each workstation has one CO
entity and one application entity. In this evaluation,
each application entity sends data transmission (DT)
requests to the CO entity continuously like the file
transfer. Figure 8 shows the processing time (Tco)per
each PDU of each entity and the transmission delay

.

Here, a, b, c, d , and e are acknowledged because
a.SEQ < c.SEQ < e S E Q < minPAG (= 4), d.SEQ <
minPAL2 (= 2), and b.SEQ < m i n P A k (= 2). Here,
a 4 b 5 c 4 d 4 e (where b (1 c ) . 0
[Proposition 4.41 Let p and q be PDUs preacknowledged by E, such that p 4 q. If q is acknowledged, p is acknowledged.
[Proof] Suppose that p.SRC = E, and q.SRC = Ek.
From Proposition 4.3, since p 4 q, p precedes q in
PRLi. Hence, the ACK action is applied to p before q
and PRL, is causality-preserved, i.e. p -+PRL; q. 0
[Theorem 4.51 The CO protocol provides the CO
service by using the MC service.
[Proof] If there is no PDU loss, it is straightforward
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(Tap)among the application entities for a number n
of the entities in a cluster. This figure shows that the
processing overhead of each entity is O ( n ) .
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Figure 8: Processing time and delay time
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Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have discussed the CO (causally
ordering broadcast
rotocol which uses the highspeed multi-channel rMC) network. Here, each system entity may fail to receive PDUs due to the buffer
overrun and m a y receive PDUs from different entities
in different orders. By using the CO protocol, every application entity in the cluster can receive PDUs
in the causality-precedence order. The cooperation
of the entities supporting the cluster is coordinated
in the distributed control scheme. That is, the entities decide on the atomic and causally ordered receipt
of the PDUs by itself while broadcasting the PDUs
asynchronously in the cluster. *he CO protocol uses
the sequence numbers of the PDUs to order PDUs received in the causality-precedence sequence while the
PDU loss can be detected by the sequence numbers.
We have shown the evaluation of the CO protocol and
also shown that the processing overhead of each entity to acknowledge each PDU is O ( n ) through the
implementation.
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